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A BSTRACT
Different machine learning methods such as transport mode detection or purpose inference are based
on GPS trajectories collected from smartphone devices. These rely on stop detection and trajectory
segmentation techniques at their very root. One of the main difficulties in approaching stop detection
as classification problem is defining what a stop is. Let us assume that we are going to catch a metro
covering by bicycle the distance between home and the metro stop. In this simple scenario we count 2
stops and observe “bike->walk->metro” as the mode chain if we use “walking mode” as segmentation
criterion. We count only 1 stop and observe "bike->metro" as the mode chain if we define a set or
rules based on a spatial range and a dwell time centered on the metro station position. In this work
we focus on the former criterion, potentially suitable for detecting the most challenging stops. With
the purpose of orienting the next steps of this research, we describe: (i) the architecture deployed to
collect and label the trajectories, (ii) the data preparation process (iii) and the results of a preliminary
experiment based on Deep Learning and data fusion.
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Introduction

One of the main difficulties in approaching stop detection as classification problem is defining what a stop is.
The literature is rich of studies about trajectories segmentation and stop detection, where dwell time and range are two
of the main variables used to define what a stop is [1]. We reviewed a long list of effective heuristics about what are the
best dwell time and range to classify the portions of trajectories where the user stops [2].
Another approach identifies the walking mode as indicator for a stop. Every time we stop we walk either before, after or
both [2]. For example, when we go picking up the car from the parking or when we switch train. Even when we catch a
bus right outside the metro station, between 2 different modes of transportation we always walk.
In smartphone-based travel surveys the data collected to perform stop classification includes GPS trajectories, some
times fused with other sensors’ measures such as acceleration, heading, gyroscope and possibly Geographic Information
Systems (GIS).
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Figure 1: Stop visualization, long (left) versus short (right)

Among the most common methods applied to trajectories for stop classification, rule-based methods seem to perform
at the top [3]. About machine learning methods for stop detection, we find various clustering approaches. Popular
methods such as Random Forests or Deep Neural Network seem to offer the opportunity of further research, perhaps
because of the lac of properly labelled data and high quality ground truth.
There are complex transportation mode chains where some of the stops can be learned and classified only on very
few observations (see Fig.1). While there are other stops where the amount of observation is very large (see Fig.1).
The former category of stops is very challenging to detect due to the small amount of points observable. Rule based
algorithms normally ignore by design such extreme cases, which are not rare in daily trips.

2

Related Work

In this application field we can organise the relevant machine learning methods along 2 main dimensions: (i) location agnostic versus location specific (ii) and user agnostic versus user specific. Each method has advantages and
disadvantages.
For example, methods relying on user/ location agnostic features can be trained on any geographic area with users
belonging to the local population and then deployed on a different area where another population is present.
On the other hand, even though user/location specific data are difficult to obtain they seem to enable more accurate
predictions. This claim is hard to prove due to the heterogeneity of the results available in the relevant literature.
Although these results are hardly comparable, within each relevant study we find evidence about the positive contribution
of user/location specific classifiers [4, 5, 6].
The approaches and methods about stop-detection and transition-detection described below have been applied for
segmenting GPS trajectories with the purpose of e.g. mode-detection and/or activity inference. In [5] the authors focus
on Future Mobility Sensing (FMS). They highlight the impact of stop-detection performance on the quality of the
ground truth collected from users which validate their trips on the mobile device. The method presented consists in six
steps: (i) trajectory cleansing based on the accuracy provided by the AGPS; (ii) rule based stop detection candidates,
where stops are points within 50 meters range and 1 minute time window; (iii) check stop-candidates against user
frequent stop location; (iv) rule based merging of the resulting stops applying various range/time thresholds; (v) detect
still mode by applying a learned classifier based on acceleration measures; (vi) remove extra stops after mode detection
algorithm.
In [7] the authors apply a rule based algorithm to detect activity points based on the on-off status of the GPS (because
the GPS units employed in the study), speed/time threshold and range/time threshold. Transition-points are identified by
applying a threshold on computed acceleration and speed as well as on the time, based on the assumption that travellers
walk to change mode.
In [8] the authors define Stay-Points as a geographical area where travellers stay within a range for a certain time. Then,
based on these two rules, they apply an “affinity propagation clustering method” [8]. Stay-Points belong to a different
definition than the transition points used to identify where the travellers change mode in a complex travel mode chain
2
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and are identified on a different set of rules based on speed as well as on the assumption that the noisy data typically
detected in correspondence of transition points is temporary, while the change in speed are permanent.
In [9], in order to perform mode classification on the trajectories available in the Geolife1 data-set, the authors apply
fixed-size segments of 200 points for both seen and unseen trajectories (where 200 is the median of GPS points in all
trips composing the data-set). Then they concatenate together consecutive segments with the same label. They discard
segments with less than 10 GPS points. Finally, the trajectories are processed with a Savitzky-Golay filter for smoothing
purpose.
In [10], the authors tests four segmentation methods: distance-, time-, bearing- and window- based. They highlight
that while the last three are statistically equivalent, the first leads to varying sample size within each segment due to
the different speeds in complex transport mode-chains. Stop detection is not mentioned explicitly. The work aims
directly to transportation mode detection. Thus, transition points might be identified where there is a discontinuity in
the mode-chain detected on these segments.
In [11, 3, 12] we find an extensive list of methods for trajectory segmentation which are presented from different
perspectives.
For example, [11] perspective highlights the point- and segment- based methods and the difficulty of comparing the
performances between them. Therefore they introduce a penalty system by looking at where these methods make
mistakes.
In [3] the authors review a large amount of travel-surveys worldwide and when it comes about stop-detection and
trip-segmentation they report that rule-based stop detection techniques relying on range, time, speed or acceleration
thresholds are the most common. The authors also highlight the challenges about signal loss and signal noise in the
detection of short stops.
In [12] the authors argues “that the presence of nearby points in Euclidean space may be indicative of an activity, while
the absence of nearby points may be indicative of travel”[12]. Therefore, referring to [2], in order to acquire a local
density of points they suggest to deploy a moving window that preserves the relationship with 30 preceding and 30
succeeding points within a 15-m range.
2.1

Problem definition

In the off-line classification of GPS trajectory points and segments according to stop versus motion state of the user
carrying a smartphone dedicated to collect the data, signal loss and signal noise [3] are among the main challenges. The
classification methods we reviewed often lead to over/under-segmentation [8] of the trajectories and are not designed for
detecting short stops. Can deep learning improve detecting erogenous short stops by learning the thresholds, therefore
reducing drastically any specification of heuristics?

3

Methodology

In the following paragraphs we describe how data has been collected and processed in order to prepare the data-set.
3.1

Data Collection Front-end

In this phase we focused only on iOS and we implemented a logger App which has been distributed via Test Flight2 .
The application relies on the following services:
1. Core Location 3 . It provides longitude, latitude, altitude, speed, course etc., including the uncertainty measures
for location and altitude.
2. Core Motion Accelerometer4 . It provides the raw acceleration measures on three axes.
3. Core Motion Gyroscope 5 . It provides the measures of the mobile device rotations around the three axes.
1

Geolife data-set by Microsoft. Rretreived from web 01/01/2019.
Test Flight is the official Apple platform for beta testing. Retreived from web 01/01/2019
3
Apple Developers Core Location Manual - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
4
Apple Developers Core Motion Accelerometer Manual - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
5
Apple Developers Core Motion Gyroscope Manual - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
2
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Figure 2: Technical Architecture for transport data collection and processing

4. Core Motion Activity 6 . It provides a classification of the activity performed by whom it carries the mobile
device, using six classes: stationary, walking, running, automotive, cycling, unknown.
While e.g. raw acceleration and rotation measurements can be accessed and the update frequency can be set within
the app source-code, the location information requires further attention. In particular, due to the very high battery
consumption of the Global Positioning System (GPS) necessary to access the location, the operating system provides
such a location via the Assisted Global Positioning System (AGPS). At the best of our knowledge, it is not possible
hardware-level control within the source-code e.g. on the location update frequency. Furthermore, iOS will override the
location updates by shutting down the app i.e. when this is not active while in background, which is the main status
of our logger app e.g. when the user is at home or at work. In order to overcome the above issue, the consequence
of which is the interruption of the data collection, we focused on some of the tools that iOS provides for battery
optimization. (i) We set the second best available location resolution option, which provides a trade-off balance between
position accuracy and battery consumption. (ii) we configured the background activity of the app in order to shut
down automatically when the telephone is stationary for more than 1 hour. (iii) While shutting down we switch data
collection update control choosing the only option that enables the app to restart automatically the data collection
when a "relevant" change of position is detected. (iv) Since the option described in (iii) has a lower level of location
resolution, we customized the corresponding class in order to allow switching back to the update best resolution as
soon as the app has re-started the data collection. (v) In order to further increase the battery efficiency and avoid loss of
data in case of missing link between front- and back-end of the logger, we implemented a local database on the mobile
device and a rule based data transfer routine.
3.2

Data Collection Back-end

The back-end of the platform built for this research is RESTful API based on MEAN stack which stands for Mongo
DB, Express, Angular, NodeJS. Its purpose is to collect the data and make them available for the labelling-operation via
web-based interface (see Sec. 3.3) and for the machine learning research (see Fig. 2). The main motivations behind
our technological choice are the following. (i) The stack is very fast to build and possibly to integrate with machine
learning algorithms; (ii) it is very flexible offering standard access to any client, e.g. mobile-, web- or python-based;
(iii) because of the native geo-query features 7 built within Mongo DB, it is extremely powerful when it comes to the
interaction with geo-based information.
6
7

Apple Developers Core Motion Activity Manual - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
Mongo geo-spatial Query Operators - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
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Figure 3: Labelling trajectories, start and end of the stops
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Figure 4: Stop Definition

3.3

Stop labelling and web front-end

The collection of the ground truth which is accomplished through a web Angular-based front-end is one of the most
critical steps of the methodology. The interaction-design side of this component, considered crucial in large scale
deployment of any smartphone-based travel survey, in this preliminary experiment has been reduced to the minimum.
The user is required to mark 2 points for each stop, the first corresponding to the start the second corresponding to
the end of the stop (see Fig. 3. The instructions to mark the stops are described in Fig. 4. The Figure provides also
the definition of stop taken into consideration in this work. A, B and C are the stops we want to label and each of the
stops is either followed or preceded by a walking mode. Therefore, walking mode is considered the separation mark
between trip-legs and in this way it determines the location of the stop (see Fig. 4, Sep.1 and Sep.2). However, often
walking mode is not just the separation gauge but the transport mode of the whole trip-leg (see Fig. 4, Leg 4 and Leg 6).
Often the stop is very short (see Fig. 1). Therefore, only few points can describe these cases. The consequence is that
labelling, training and classifying short stops before performing any mode detection can be very challenging.
3.4

Geographic Information System

We leveraged the Mongo DB native geo-query features described in Sec. 3.2 by importing all the relevant data available
from Open Street Map directly on Mongo DB. Thanks to the architecture described in Fig.2, the data preparation steps
such as the "location specific" features extraction can be performed directly from the Jupyter Notebook which we
choose to implement and train the stop classification model.
5
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Figure 5: Median filter on longitude and latitude
3.5

Data pre-processing

The data preparation consists in following main steps. (i) Assigning labels according to the two classes stop and motion.
The trajectories have been classified as stop-class between the stop markers provided as ground truth by the user (see
Sec. 3.3) and as motion-class in any other point. (ii) Trajectories cleansing. AGPS trajectories collected by our logger
where often affected by noise and gaps. The main critical areas are overlapping with the trip-legs underground, where
the transportation mode was the Metro. However, since Apple does not provide any documentation about how their
location service really works (at the best of our knowledge), we can’t say whether these faulty segments are caused by
well known GPS limitations such as canyon effect [13] or from the error propagation of alternative location estimation
techniques deployed either to deal with GPS signal gaps or with battery savings [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In order to
clean the trajectories we’ve looked into the main filters such as Naïve Bayesian Classifiers, Kernel Density Methods or
Kalaman Filter [20]. Since at the moment they seemed too complex given the stage of this work, we opted for a simple
median filter applied on longitude and latitude as described in [9] (see Fig. 5). The application of the filter removed
about 2% of the points from the data-set.

4

Deep Learning on Location Specific Features

This section concerns the data-set prepared for the classification experiment, the Deep Learning model implementation
and the experiment set-up.
Data-set Description The data-set used for the following experiment is small and it is composed by 6 days trajectories
of 2 users for a total of about 185000 GPS points collected in the greater Copenhagen area. For each point we computed
the distance from each of the following categories of points of interest (POI) present within the range of 15m: subway
stations, railway stations, parking lots, bus stops, traffic lights, supermarkets, fuel stations, charging stations, schools
and kindergartens, for a total of 286 relevant features. For each point we collect 3 axes acceleration and and gyroscope
measurements. We also apply the heuristics from [2] including the distances of 30 preceding points and 30 succeeding
6
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Figure 6: Binary accuracy and loss of training and validation sets
points. Lastly, we provide a temporal context by applying a 4 bins discretisation of the Time of Day (see Fig.7). 85% of
the points are labelled as stop, while the remaining points are labelled as motion.
Deep Neural Network Description The network structure in Fig.7 takes inspiration from [9] regarding the convolutional layers connected with the features describing the distances. The layers connected with accelerations and rotations
take inspiration from the design of the Recurrent Neural Network described in [10]. Finally, the time discretisations
are connected directly to the Multy Layer Perceptron (MLP). Since these three categories of features have different
properties they must be processed separately in the bottom layers. Afterwards the output can be processed in the fully
connected top layers towards the Softmax layer which provides the final classification. In the present work we focused
only in the Convolutional Neural Network highlighted in Fig.7.
Experiment implementation and setup The experiment consists in a 5-stratified-fold cross validation implemented
with StratifiedKFold 8 . The data-set is randomized twice, when applying the 5 split and when each split is processed by
the model. The model is implemented with Keras9 Tensorflow. ReLU is the activation function. The batch size is 8
points and the Adam optimizer learning step is 0.0001. With higher values for the learning step we experienced extreme
oscillations in the validation set, the size of which is 20% of the training set. In order to compare the results, we train
and test a random forest with the same cross-validation scheme and Sklearn10 .

5

Conclusion and future directions

In this preliminary study we analyse the existing work related to stop detection in the field of smartphone-based travel
surveys. We find that results are hardly comparable due e.g. to lac of standardisation and heterogeneity of data-sets.
The most prominent approaches are rule-based. Such methods are not designed to capture short stops and they could be
complemented by more advanced ones. The research gaps on stop detection seem to be at least two: (i) lac of data-sets
properly labelled and high quality ground truth, (ii) missing investigation on machine learning methods such as Deep
Learning. In order to address the problem defined in Sec. 2.1, we design and implement a dedicated architecture. Then
we carry out real data collection and labelling, focusing on stop detection purpose. We process the collected data in order
to remove random errors and noise as well as to extract a set of location-specific features. We take into consideration
also agnostic features, e.g. acceleration and rotation (see Fig.7). In this work we experimented only with the former
8

Python Sklearn StratifiedKFold API - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
Keras Tensorflow API - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
10
Sklearn Random Forest Classifier - retrieved from web 01/01/2019
9
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Figure 7: Data and Deep Neural Network Structure
Table 1: Confusion Matrix Convolutional Neural Network

Class

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

Support Points

Motion

0.80

0.75

0.77

23472

Stop

0.96

0.97

0.97

159756

avg / total

0.94

0.94

0.94

183228

location specific group.The classification accuracy measured as average F1 over two classes, namely stop and motion,
is 94% (see Fig. 6 and Tab. 1). The Random forest performs slightly better than the Convolutional Neural Network
at this stage. Despite the size of the data-set, which does not help to achieve strong conclusions, we could acquaint
ourselves with important future directions functional to the scale-up of the study, such as: (i) considering transition
stops and activity stops as two classes, (ii) including embeddings in the full model described in Fig.7, (iii) testing a
broader range of values for the heuristic applied to measure POIs distances, because the range of 15 meters found in [2]
seems not adequate in consideration of the GPS accuracy.
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